
Chapter One 

THE PRINCIPLE OF CREATION 

At the center of everything is God's love. God needs love, man needs love, 
and the angelic world also needs love. If the world had been centered 
upon God's love from the beginning, it would have been not only an 
ideal beginning, but the direction and the final results would have also 
been ideal. God, man and the angelic world would have formed one 
perfect world, freely communicating with each other centering upon 
God's love .. .. 

-Sun Myung Moon 

One initial challenge in teaching the Principle of Creation to 
Christians is the tendency for Christians to incorrectly con
clude that we are relying on an empirical process of natu

ral observations rather than strict biblical declaration. We extrap
olate from the machinations of the natural world conclusions about 
the nature of God and his will. Of course, Romans 1:20 gives us a 
modicum oflicense to do so, but more careful explanation is needed. 
Christian students will, naturally, be put off by what they will per
ceive to be a flawed approach toward ascertaining the nature of 
God. In their view, it can appear that we are seeking the nature of 
God through the lesser tools of natural observation while overlook
ing the higher and more accurate tools of Christ and Scripture. It 
generates questions such as this: 

Is itpossi~le to draw a pict'ureof GOd by lOokingdt HiS'damaged 
Creation? Rev~ KM., A.ME>J ~ .. ~ . .', ',' ,,". " 

Before one wades into explanations about ODU action, Univer
sal Prime Energy and four position foundations with Christians, it 
is extremely important to express our awareness and affirmation of, 
for example, Hebrews 1:1-3: 

In the past, God spoke to our forefathers through the prophets at many 
times and in various ways, but in these last days he has spoken to us by 
his Son, whom he appointed heir of all things, and through whom he 
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made the universe. The Son is the radiance of God's glory and the exact 
representation of his being, sustaining all things by his powerful word. 

All principles and truths that we need to convey are expressed 
in the manifest relationship between the Father and the Son. Before 
launching into observations about protons and electrons, make sure 
your Christian audience is aware you affirm the above as the more 
perfect expression. Give proper deference to Jesus and the Word of 
God (the Bible) as the higher and more perfect source of truths about 
God and His will for creation. Nature as a teaching tool as per 
"consider the lilies" is fine. However, natural observations as the 
basis for our assertions will not fly! 

Let me convey a story that gives a little perspective on this issue. 
Years ago, during a particular ICC conference in Korea, we were 
told that the Conference leadership was proposing that the ICC 
ministers show their support by signing an affirmation of the things 
with which they could agree regarding the Divine Principle con
tent. I noticed that one of the proposed affirmations stressed "the sci
entific and logical nature of the Divine Principle teaching." I thought 
that this phrase was rather awkward, especially for Christians. I 
expressed the opinion that spiritual truths being "scientific and log
ical" were not a very high priority for people of faith. I suggested a 
rewording. To my surprise, this phrase, no matter how hard I tried, 
was not going to be changed. Our Korean staff felt very strongly 
that the exact phrasing was vitally important. 

Apparently, in the early years in our movement, because of an 
unresponsive mainstream Christianity, our outreach focused more 
on those who, for various reasons, were looking outside the main
stream of Christian thought for answers to life's important ques
tions. Those of us who joined in the San Francisco bay area in the 
late 60's and early 70's will concur. Many ofus were individuals who 
were disappointed by the Christian admonition to 'just believe" and 
were compelled to search for deeper more reasonable explanations 
about the nature of life. Thus, the development of our teaching, 
especially the Principle of Creation, reflects that early circumstance. 
The Principle being "scientific and logical" was, therefore, a very 
important point with regard to that providential time and place. 

However, with a Christian audience steeped in biblical truths, 
appealing to logic and scientific discipline is not as important. In 
fact, it could well be a hindrance, not to mention an inefficient use 
of valuable lecture time. In other words, it pays to let the Bible 
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assert what we want to convey. Whenever possible, let the Bible 
assert the fundamental truths while we draw the necessary prin
cipled conclusions and implications. Obviously, we don't need to con
vince Christians that God exists. 

THE INIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GOD AND THE CRUTm IRVDlSE 

This is probably the most "scientific" sounding material in the 
Divine Principle. Here's where Romans 1:20 gives us limited license 
to observe and extrapolate truths about God from the creation. 

For since the creation of the world God's invisible qualities - his eternal 
power and divine nature - have been clearly seen, being understood from 
what has been made, so that men are without excuse. 

To what, exactly, is Paul referring? At this point in his ministry 
he is reaching out to the Gentiles of the Mediterranean region. Greek 
and Roman thought heavily influences them. They, generally, are 
having difficulty with the idea of an "invisible" God. They preferred 
their gods to be graven images that were tangible and real. In 
Romans 1:20, Paul is offering a rebuttal to their reasoning, their 
"excuse," for rejecting his "invisible" God. He is debunking their 
assertion that equates invisibility exclusively with non-existence. 

Another good verse to include is Psalms 19:1-2 

The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the work of his 
hands. Day after day they pour forth speech; night after night they dis
play knowledge. 

This is a good time to pause and make helpful comments about 
the Son and Scripture as the higher tools or expressions of God. I 
have even occasionally indicated that our methodology to explore the 
creation as the visible expression of God is geared for those who 
have not yet accepted the authority of Christ and his Word. It is an 
approach for those that need more concrete, visible examples, a 
teaching method for the "unsaved," as it were. Many ministers are 
always looking for good teaching methods that they can adapt to 
their particular doctrines. It helps to keep them open and involved 
in the presentation while hearing new ideas. 

In teaching God's dual characteristics properly, we, of course, 
are teaching about two types of dual characteristics. This can very 
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easily become confusing. Attempting to teach them that there is not 
just one but two types of dual characteristics; well, good luck. It gets 
additionally baffiing if we insist on using the terms "Sung Sang and 
Hyung Sang." 

If we complete the entire graph, illustrating God's Sung Sang 
and Hyung Sang together with His masculinity and femininity 
expressed in image and symbol in relation of mind and body, inter
nal and external, vertical and horizontal. Well, you get my meaning. 

One minister expressed the problem best. After one particular 
lecture in which I used about five pounds of chalk, he came up to me, 
put his arm around me and said, "Kevin, I never knew you could dis
sect God like a frog." I'm not saying don't teach it, I'm just saying 
be aware of the unique challenges in teaching Christians. 

Generally, Christians readily understand that God has internal 
nature or personality. God having "external form" is more of a leap. 
See this typical question: 

~;~~~~~¢~~~C~~~r, 
I would emphasize Bible verses such as I John 4:16-17, "God 

is love" as affirmation of the existence of God's internal nature. For 
God's external nature a reference to John 4:24, "God is spirit" is 
very reassuring. Be mindful not to assert that the creation is "like 
the body of God." Ministers will easily assume you are claiming that 
the creation is, in fact, the actual corporal body of God. This idea is 
referred to as "pantheism" and violates most Christian's core belief 
of God as a spiritual being. 

More important is for Christians to understand that God is 
employing the "pair system" and that all things are created in pairs. 
We want to explore the reasons he has done so. To do this we begin 
with a biblical observation provided by Genesis 1:27, 

So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created 
him, male and female he created them. 

Here's a sample of how Father explains dual characteristics: 

When we observe our universe, we recognize that every being exists 
through the union of paired elements. This is, true on all levels, begin-_ 
ning even with the mineral realm. Molecules are made from the union 
of a positive ion and a negative ion. On the level of plants, existence and 
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reproduction requires the union of stamen and pistil, representing the 
male and female aspects. 

The pair system is even more obvious on the level of animals. Fish, 
birds, mammals and all animals exist as male and female. Finally, the 
supreme creations of God, human beings, are either men or women. The 
first man, Adam, and the first woman, Eve, were the original ancestors 
of mankind. What is the purpose of the pair system? Why did God cre
ate in this way? 

The Creator divided all things in male and female so that they might 
unite through their give and take of love. Through the action of love, 
each species multiplies and extends its lineage. 

The 11th World Media Conference, April 10, 1990 

All our observations in the natural world that affirm this (cation
anion, stamin-pistil, etc) are a reflection ofthis biblical declaration 
(not the other way around). In other words, put the horse in front 
of the cart. 

UMVERSAl PRIME ENERGY, GIVE _lIKE ACTION AND 
111( F_·POSIllOI F_DA11ON. 

Now that we have established that God has employed "the pair 
system" as his creation process, we must define the functiori .and 
structure of that process. Again, the Bible becomes a key ally in 
affirming principled truths. The core of the Principle of Creation is 
the action of subject and object and their progression to form a union. 
Principle tells us that the step prior to give and take action is the 
forming of the "reciprocal base" between subject and object. It is 
said that this happens through God endowing subject and object 
with "the purpose element" through Universal Prime Energy. This 
"purpose element" causes both subject and object to place priority 
on the higher purpose, that is, the ideal of their oneness (the idea 
of the Union). Establishment of a "common base" is the catalyst to 
give and take between subject and object. 

How deep and amazing. . . but, did you glaze over yet? Well, 
you can bet the minister whom you're trying to teach is sitting there 
thinking to himself, "aw, Moonies, Moonies, Moonies, you goin to 
HA-EEL-ALL (that is, Hell ... a three syllable word, especially 
when spoken by ministers from my home state of North Carolina!). 

Here's an actual question from a minister: 
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1~~~~ •• =.'~~,;;1 
Actually, it sort oflooks like a Pepsi logo, doesn't it? Do you get 

the feeling he's getting awfully nervous about "Ym and Yang?" It is 
a typical reaction. 

Let's see if we can explain the same thing with biblical affir
mations. In Matthew 19:4-6, Jesus says, 

Haven't you read, he replied, that at the beginning the Creator 'made 
them male and female,' and said, 'For this reason a man will leave his 
father and mother and be united to his wife, and tM two will become 
one /lesko' So they are no longer two, but one. 

Jesus is citing Genesis 2:24. He is not only explaining "subject 
and object" but is explaining that subject and object should accom
plish a union, i.e., "become one." What about ''the purpose element"? 
Remember that it is the fundamental nature of all things to place 
priority on "the higher purpose." This "purpose element" is endowed 
to the subject and the object through the Universal Prime Force. 
(UPF is implied in John 5:26, "the Father has life within himself.") 

This is the very core value of the universe that brings all sub
ject and object pairs into relationship and is the substance of Jesus' 
teaching to "give up your life and gain your life," "do unto others as 
you would have them do unto you," "think first of the Kingdom of 
Heaven and all thing will be added unto you." In Ephesians 5:31, 
Paul tells us that the process for "two to become one" requires hus
bands "to love their wives and wives to respect their husbands." In 
other words, the virtue that brings two into one is the virtue of sac
rificiallove, living for the sake of others. 

So, scripture is telling us that if subject and object engage in 
this principled give and take action, they will form a union. What 
does scripture tell us about the purpose for this union? 

Divine Principle tells us that the union is the fruit or substan
tiation of the "higher purpose" held in common by both subject and 
object. Thus, "union" is of a status of being higher than the sumof 
its two parts, a status of being unachievable by subject or object 
independent of each other. This is where one plus one, mysteriously, 
equals three. 

A fascinating experiment that will visually express this ideais 
to take a white volleyball and paint halfred and the other halfblue. 
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Spin the ball along its vertical axis and the eye will suddenly see a 
third color: magenta. 

This most important truth will ultimately form the basis for 
ministers to understand, down the road, why Jesus must have a 
spouse. It is the basis for them to understand, eventually, the sub
stantial difference between "paradise" and ''Heaven." In other words, 
it is the foundation to understand the unique higher value of mar
riage. Up to now, Christians have only been able to see red or blue. 
The Divine Principle is declaring that marriage is not just the com
bining of red and blue, but rather the creation of a new color, 
magenta. 

As we have seen, the Bible tells us in Genesis 1:27 that God cre
ated man in His "image," male and female. However, we can now 
make the case that God's "image" is not formed by having man and 
woman engage in any type of relationship. God's image only appears 
if that man and woman ''become one." That process to become one 
involves the implementation of the virtue that brings two into one, 
the virtue of sacrificial love. Jesus also affirms in Mark 12:29 that 
the "Lord is one." Thus, man and woman must become "one" in order 
to correctly stand as the image of God, who is likewise "one." 

Scripture shows that once this base is made, God forms a recip
rocal relationship with this base. In strict Principle terms, a verti
cal axis is formed. When subject and object perform horizontal turn
ing, circular motion, a vertical axis simultaneously appears. Think 
of the operation of a gyroscope. Paul tells us in I Corinthians 6:17 
that ''he who unites himself with the Lord is "one with him in spirit." 
How do you become "one" with the Lord? I John 4:24 says, "God is 
love, he who lives in love, lives in God and God in him." This is 
describing "the gyroscope oflove." It is the combining of vertical and 
horizontal forces. 

Finally, what is God's purpose for forming this base? See 
Malachi 2:15: 

Has not the Lord made them one? In flesh and spirit they are his. And 
why one? Because he was seeking godly offspring. 

"Seeking godly offspring." After all, He is a Father. The key idea 
is that God, having the loving nature of a parent, is seeking His 
children in order to consummate His nature through the experi
ence of that love. 

Here's a sample of Father's explanation: 
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Another way of interpreting this formula of origin, division and union, 
is the Origin which is God's position and can be interpreted as plus. The 
union can be interpreted as man's position which is minus. Once this 
union takes place, bringing absolute unity between husband and wife, 
do you think that God is pulling this union toward Himself, or is this 
union pulling God toward them, or they are repelling one another? Which 
one? Does no one have the answer? When God sees this perfect union 
taking place, don't you think that He would want to draw that toward 
Himself? Don't you think the couple would also want to pull God down 
toward them? It functions in such a way that God will pull this united 
couple up as strongly as He can and the couple will pull God down as 
strongly as they can. Therefore this circular motion takes place. True 
God's Day, January 1996 

We must help Christians to understand that a God having such 
"needs" is no less a perfect and complete God. In fact, the Principle 
shows that the truest nature of a perfect being is its motive to 
become a part of something greater than itself. This is the objective 
of four-position foundation dynamics. God seeking to become a part 
of something greater than Him, is a direct attribute of His godly 
perfection and completeness. 

In other words, He is seeking the ideal of "magenta," too. God 
has found a purpose for which He can sacrifice himself. It is the 
ideal of love. God is perfect "red," true mankind is perfect "blue," 
the Kingdom is "magenta." 

THE PURPOSE Of CREATIOII 

The main objective of this section is to establish and define what 
is the original motive of God for creating the universe. The stan
dard approach of, "How is joy produced," again, is the "scientific" 
method to arrive at a conclusion that Christians already accept via 
I John 4:24, which states, "God is love." John 3:16 testifies to '\ God 
that "so loved the world, that he gave his only son. . ." Thus, it is 
biblically sound to explain that God, as a parent, is seeking joy 
through loving. As per Malachi 2:15, He is seeking heavenly off
spring and is therefore motivated by a fundamental parental con
cern. It is also important to stress the three-dimensional nature of 
this relationship. That is, God's ideal involves a two-way street of 
love. As God's "image," we are given the capability not only to 
respond to God's love but to give love to God, as well. Again, the 
Bible, via Jesus' words, explains clearly in Matthew 22:37, 
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Comments: 

Christians will be very uncomfortable_with 
<::annot. A better idea would be to make su ' ' 

God is able to do anything He" 
propose that there are some thingsthat '"" J " 'AJ,'""m 

for example, "God cannot ac(:on~p~lsl't, 
"Instead, say, "God will not 

man." A slight change of semantics will 
difference in the world. 

Love God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your 
mind. 

We can conclude that God created an "image" so as to duplicate 
His love-giving nature in an object. A perfect love for God, as for 
anyone, is not only giving love but also the responding to a given 
love. Without mankind, how could God have that experience? With 
who else was God to engage in the actual experience oflove? 

Thus, we approach one of the key hurdles for Christians in 
understanding the Principle: the idea that, without man, God will 
not accomplish His purpose. Principle proclaims that man's role is 
essential for the accomplishment of God's will and purpose. 

At this juncture, we are moving toward the initial indications of 
the idea that God's creation incorporates a process of growth toward 
an ultimate fulfillment. God has created in order to engage in a love 
relationship with His image; however, as we have seen, the emer
gence of "image" requires a specific configuration of components 
under the right timing. That is, subject and object must be prop
erly calibrated in the process that brings two into one. That process 
is declared by God in Genesis 1:28: 

God blessed them and said to them, "Be fruitful and multiply, fill the 
earth and have dominion over it." 

In the next section we describe the nature of that fulfillment. We 
define the ''Three Blessings" and indicate this is the fulfillment of 
God's essential Will via the system of pairs. [Later we will explain 
more thoroughly the dynamics of that process in the accomplish
ment of His Will, i.e., "The Growing Period for the Creation."] 
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THE THREE BlESSIIGS 

The first thing we can observe in the order of the three blessings 
is the implication of a premarital state and objective. First, be fruit
ful, then multiply. This indicates a very important idea. Even in the 
Garden of Eden, God established a prerequisite for the sexual t.mion 
of Adam and Eve. They must accomplish being "fruitful" before they 
are permitted to "multiply." 

Be FruiUuI 

As individuals, Adam and Eve must achieve "oneness" with the 
Lord. At this point, we must explain the structure and function of 
an individual based upon the principle of "the pair system." The 
term, "mind," as in "mind and body" relationship, can be a chal
lenge for Christians to understand. A good alternative is to rely on 
I Corinthians 15:42-44: 

So will it be with the resurrection of the dead. The body that is sown is 
perishable, it is raised imperishable; It is sown in dishonor, it is raised 
in glory; It is sown in weakness, it is raised in power; It is sown a nat
ural body, it is raised a spiritual body. If there is a natural body, there 
is also a spiritual body. 

Also, Ecclesiastes 12:7 
And the dust returns to the ground it came from and the spirit returns 
to God who gave it. 

Therefore, the principle of pairs is the standard around which 
the human is designed. As it is for all pairs, the objective is for two 
to become one. Thus, the course to unite one's mind and body is car
ried out through the implementation of the virtue that brings two 
into one. That is the virtue of sacrificial love and living for the sake 
of others. 

Note a typical question: 

WhYSl)(3l~lSO~htiTlJlroTt~ribingtMwaYthi,,?slw11lclhape~; ': 
w~nwe azl~now tlmi nmn/ellintosin? WhygobacktqtM~:,tniryJ:' 
a,nd" ~!'YqverS:pill~.tlmilk? C{J,nweh,u~ryup ~n4get, t()th~p,laif ~of:;; 
, s(l[~t~nr;J1e~~~.D~~Q~PtiSt ' '. ' " . '~ " .. " :'''.~. '.' i 

.' •.... ,;< 

Hold your horses, Reverend; I'm going as fast as I can! 
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Comments: 

otlelllive for the sake of others"? For 
.. "ri, .... '>.,t here that we make a distinction between 

_ len state and his post-sin state. Sinful mani _ 
"live in love" because his heart is hardened a~ a -

state. (see Ephesians 4:18). Man needs a new heart 
., .. y by the original standard. Believe 

lnl'nI'>Jm- Elnough that we recognize that the 
tbe world has disordered the balance., -

Mind and body must become "one" just as man and woman are 
to become one. In this way we can accomplish the "image of God" on 
a personal level. The turning motion of mind and body forms the ver
tical axis of the "gyroscope." Thus, we fulfill the ideal of perfection. 
We become "one" with the spirit of the Lord (I Corinthians 6:17). 
We then become a "temple" of the Lord. (I Corinthians 3:16) As 
temples, we achieve perfection. In perfection, we realize a new value 
(remember 1+1=3). We become "sacred." (I Corinthians 3:17) In 
Principle terms we achieve "Divine Value, Unique Value and Cos
mic Value. This is what Jesus meant when he said, you must be 
perfect as your Heavenly Father is perfect. (Matthew 5:48) 

This status of being is the original prerequisite for marriage 
and was to be achieved by Adam and Eve. On this foundation they 
would gain God's permission for marriage. 

Multiply 

Principle explains that the subject/object relationship involves 
the reciprocal relation "within and between." That is, a perfect Indi
vidual Truth Body composed of harmonized subject and object 
(within) seeks naturally a new object in which to perform give and 
take (between), forming a union of higher order. 

Believe it or not, this scientific sounding theory explains, as 
Father has pointed out, why I want to hold my wife's hand, kiss her 
cheek and experience the life of love with her. A perfect being of 
oneness naturally wants to become a part of something greater than 
self. This explains the Will of the Universe. 

Therefore, if the unity of a mind and body achieves a sacred sta-
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tus for the individual, an even higher state is achieved when such 
a man and woman become one. Where this "image" is achieved we 
see the emergence of God's nature upon that base. That nature is 
the nature of a loving parent. God's own nature as a parent is ful
filled in substance in the appearance of His own offspring. (Malachi 
2:15) 

God incarnates in these original parents (True Parents). Hence
forth, all God's descendants will expand from that base. When Jesus 
said, "as you see me you see the Father," it was the first step in the 
hope of seeing the family and seeing God, seeing the tribe and see
ing God, seeing the nation and seeing God, finally, seeing the world 
and seeing the visible manifestation of God in culture. This is the 
Kingdom of Heaven. 

Adam and Eve were to form the base for this heavenly culture 
centered upon God. 

HaveDaainion 

Without a doubt, when we talk. about "dominion" we must be 
very careful to be aware of the prevalent belief among Christians 
that Jesus pre-exists Adam. Sometimes, as we describe the princi
ple view of Adam's destined position "to have dominion," Christians 
will naturally conclude that we are denying the pre-existence of 
Jesus, and thus, the fundamental nature of the Trinity. Issues of 
Christology will always be a sticky wicket. 

A typical question: 

.If Ag,g,rn (L1J4Eve wef(!tp l¥fvedpmi~i,g~ as you desfrjbe,w~,."is "~$,us" " .," 

'~i~!~~~~~i:P:t::3~: 
our next lecturer. Well, that's all the time we have for questions. See 
you at the coffee urn! 

My policy is to try to avoid unproductive controversy, especially 
when it involves issues that weren't essential to the topic at hand. 
In other words, stay on the main river and avoid getting bogged 
down in the tributaries. In this case, I can live with ministers not 
understanding the full implications of"to have dominion." After all, 
the full implication of what we are explaining is that there never 
would have been a Jesus of Nazareth had Adam fulfilled his role, a 
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Comments: 
'":.':''' 

psalms 8:4-6 is a good verse because of its use of the term 
Also, Psalms is an Old Testament book with chapter 8 

ferririg,to the generic "man." Be prepared that many 
jto,thatPsalms 8 is likewise speaking about Jesus; as is ",thlrrn.corf 

, brews l:6-8. ' Hebrews 2 :6-8 recites Psalms 8:4-6 in i1o"rrrI"U,. 

Jesus' position and authority. 

,. p<:>nse is that the position and ideal of True Son 
oo.That ideal, or "Logos," is the meaning of 

~Mchapter of John's Gospel that states, "The 
asJ:;odand was made flesh." We agree with 
s,itio~ef True Son pre-exists Adam; however,it 

inedwho would fulfill that position. Thus, , 
essitates the emergence of a second Adam/i.e 

Jesus of Nazareth. 

little tough to swallow at this early juncture. The most essential 
blessing for them to understand is, of course, the second blessing. 

That being said, however, doesn't mean we can't provide a very 
clear and biblically based explanation of the third blessing. Let's 
consider the words of Paul in Romans 8:18-21. 

I consider that our present sufferings are not worth comparing with the 
glory that will be revealed in us. The creation waits in eager expec
tation for the sons of God to be revealed. For the creation was sub
jected to frustration not by its own choice, but by the will of the one who 
subjected it, in hope that the creation itself will be liberated from its 
bondage to decay and be brought into the glorious freedom of the chil
drenofGod. 

The "children of God," Adam and Eve, were to inherit the author
ity of God. Thus, God would receive joy and stimulation from the cre
ation through His children. God would have direct dominion over 
creation through Adam and Eve. Consider I Corinthians 15:27-28: 

For he "has put everything under his feet." Now when it says that "every
thing" has been put under him, it is clear that this does not include God 
himself, who put everything under Christ. When he has done this, then 
the Son himself will be made subject to him who put everything under 
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him, so that God may be all in all. 

Also, Psalms 8:4-6: 

What is man that you are mindful of him, the son of man that you care 
for him? You made him a little lower than the heavenly beings and 
crowned him with glory and honor. When you made him ruler over the 
works of your hands; you put everything under his feet. 

Usually the first presentation would close with the explanation 
of the Three Blessings. It is a natural breaking point when you need 
to break the lecture into two parts. After a time to allow for minis
ters to digest some of the new ideas, we would continue with Prin
ciple of Creation II. Hopefully, they would now have a basis to under
stand that the actual world is far different from the one God 
intended. 

In "Principle of Creation, Part II", we take up the task of explain
ing man's responsibility and the dynamics of growth. We start by 
explaining the structure and function of a human being. 

THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION Of A HUMAN BBNG 

Today, more than at any other time, Father is speaking more 
often and explicitly about the spirit world. Teachlng about the spirit 
world to ministers and Christians poses some unique challenges. 
Generally, Christians are not comfortable with so called spiritual 
phenomena and delving into the nature of life after death. Many 
Christians believe that all the good spirits are still in the grave wait
ing for the rapture; therefore any communication with spirits is 
"communication with the dead." Such communication is severely 
frowned upon. (See A Testimony on page 21) 

Because the potential for misunderstanding is considerable, it 
is wise to start on familiar ground. For this reason, it is good to start 
with an explanation of the structure and function of a human, i.e. 
spiritual growth. (The Divine Principle book starts this section with 
explaining the position of man in the universe.) We begin with an 
explanation of the components needed for spiritual growth to take 
place. What is the structure and function of a human? Here we 
delineate spirit self and physical self (make good use ofI Corinthi
ans 15:42-44). 

The dynamics of the pair system sets the tone for explaining 
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the relationship of spirit self and physical self and the process of 
spiritual growth. I have heard many different interpretations of the 
operation of physical mind and physical body, the spiritual mind 
and spiritual body, etc. All interesting and worthy rm sure. 

What I would emphasize, however, when teaching Christians 
is that the process of spiritual growth begins with the individual 
receiving the Word of God. 

Man must first link to the "life elements" from God. In other 
words, Christians must be assured of the supremacy of the Word in 
our view of spiritual growth before we venture off into explanations 
about "positive element and negative elements" for physical life, 
food and nutriments, sunlight and air, etc. 

In order to keep the ears open for our explanation of spiritual 
growth dynamics, make sure the idea that "man does not live by 
bread alone, but by every WORD which comes from the Father," is 
expressed early in the explanation. Here is the order of explana-
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tion and supportive scripture I would use for Christians: 

1. Spirit Self-Physical Self 

I Corinthians 15:42-44 
It is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body. If there is a nat
ural body, there is also a spiritual body. 

Paul explains clearly the pair structure of spirit and body. 

2. Spirit Self Needs Life Elements: God's Love and Truth 

After we establish the structure of a human we then go first to 
the spirit self and the essential need for "God's love and truth." 

Matthew 4:4 
Jesus answered, "It is written: 'Man does not live on bread alone, but on 
every word that comes from the mouth of God." 

1 Peter 2:2 
Like neWborn babies, crave pure spiritual milk, so that by it you may 
grow up in your salvation, 

3. Life Elements Must Manifest as Action 

James 2:17 
Faith without action is dead. 
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We need actions oflove and truth. 

4. Must "Love" our Body 

Ephesians 5:29 
After all, no one ever hated his own body, but he feeds and cares for it, 
just as Christ does the church. . . 

This is where we explain the need for positive and negative 
nutriments. 

5. Vitality ae.nts (Grace fren "Doing") 

Romans 6:13 
The body is an instrument of righteousness. 

Proverbs 11:25 
A generous man will prosper; he who refreshes others will himselfbe 
refreshed. 

2 Corinthians 9:7~ 
Each man should give what he has decided in his heart to give, not reluc
tantly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver. And God is 
able to make all grace abound to you, so that in all things at all times, 
having all that you need, you will abound in every good work. 

These scriptures help to support the idea of a vitality element 
imputed to the spirit as a result of good deeds. 

6. Spirit Dements Returned to Body 

Psalms 92:12-14 
The righteous will flourish like a palm tree, they will grow like a cedar 
of Lebanon; planted in the house of the LORD, they will flourish in the 
courts of our God. They will still bear fruit in old age, they will 
stay fresh and green. 

This links righteousness with physical well-being. 
Following this order helps to make it more understandable and 

acceptable. In fact, I've had numerous ministers ask me for copies 
of this presentation because they wanted to adapt it for their own 
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sermon on spiritual growth. If we are willing to ground things more 
in scripture, Christians will be more confident to consider the full 
extent of our beliefs. 

THE POSITION OF MAN IN THE UNIVERSE 

This section in the Divine Principle book precedes the section on 
the structure and function of a human. However, in my experience, 
reversing the order helps this section to be more digestible. 

This section deals with explaining the position of man in the 
universe, i.e. a microcosm, mediator, ruler of two worlds. This will 
be easier to digest if we substitute the term "man" with "Jesus." In 
other words, as long as "the man" we are referring to is "The Man," 
Jesus Christ," it will help them stay on the point. 

Jesus is a microcosm: The universe was made through him as 
the "exact representation"of God. John 1:1-10, Hebrews. 1:1-3. 

Jesus as a medium of harmony: Mount of Transfiguration. 
Matthew 17 

Jesus as ruler:Psalm 8:4-6, I Corinthians 15:27-28 
Again, when we make use ofthe generic term "man," sometimes 

Christians will misunderstand. They will easily lose the forest for 
the trees. 

Christians have a severe problem of alienation between the flesh 
and spirit (see Romans 7:2~25). This affects their view of the con
cept of divine nature and its relation to human nature. This, in turn, 
affects their concept of Jesus and his mission. Since the fall of man, 
the agenda for salvation has involved the complete subjugation and 
denial of the flesh. 

The fulfillment of salvation, however, involves the restoration of 
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the physical body toward its original purpose. What is the only 
common base that exists between the desire of the spirit and the 
desire of the body? It is the highest purposeofthe physical body: to 
multiply the lineage of God. 

We are teaching Christians to open to the idea that the body 
has a God-friendly original role. We start with generic claims such 
as, "the body is the soil for the spirit to grow." We conclude with the 
body being one essential requirement in order to fulfill God's very 
purpose of creation. This assertion becomes a main pillar, later, 
when we declare that Christ will return upon the earth. 

THE TWO WORLDS CEITERING 01 MAlI 

As mentioned earlier, delving into the· nature of the spiritual 
world presents many potential pitfalls. Jesus' parable about the 
rich man and Lazarus is a very amazing and often overlooked aspect 
of Jesus' teaching about the reality of afterlife. See Luke 16:19-31: 

There was a rich man wlw was dressed in purple and fine linen and 
lived in luxury every day. At his gate was laid a beggar named Lazarus 
(a different Lazarus from the one Jesus raised from the dead) covered 
with sores and longing to eat what fell from the rich man's table. Even 
the dogs came and licked his sores. 

The time came when the beggar died and the angels carried him to 
Abraham's side. The rich man also died and was buried. In hell, where 
he was in torment, he looked up and saw Abraham far away, with 
Lazarus by his side. So he called to him, 'Father Abraham, have pity on 
me and send Lazarus to dip the tip of his finger in water and cool my 
tongue, because I am in agony in this fire.' 

But Abraham replied, 'Son, remember that in your lifetime you 
received your good things, while Lazarus received bad things, but now 
he is comforted here and you are in agony. And besides all these things, 
between us and you a great chasm has been fixed, so that tlwse wlw want 
to go from here to you cannot, nor can anyone cross over from there to us.' 

He answered, 'Then, I beg you, father, send Lazarus to my father's 
house, for I have five brothers. Let him warn them, so that they will not 
also come to this place of torment.' 

Abraham replied, 'They have Moses and the Prophets; let them lis
ten to them.' 

'No, father Abraham,' he said, 'but if someone from the dead goes to 
them, they will repent.' 
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He said to him, 'If they do not listen to Moses and the Prophets, they 
will not be convinced even if someone rises from the dead.' 

This parable is significant in many ways. First and foremost, it 
is Jesus who is speaking. Jesus is directly revealing realities ofthe 
spiritual world that are beyond what most Christians would even 
consider. 

For example, Lazarus, in his spiritualized form, goes to "Abra
ham's side," carried there ''by the angels." Abraham is recognizable. 
Clearly, he's not stuck in the grave waiting for the rapture. Jesus 
describes different realms in the spirit world: the rich man is in 
hell; while "looking up, he could see Abraham with Lazarus, far, 
far, away." Jesus explains, "A great chasm has been fixed" between 
those two realms that prevents Abraham or Lazarus from coming 
down to help the rich man in hell. 

The most interesting point, and very relevant for the Resurrec
tion lecture, is that Jesus clearly defines the term "raising from the 
dead" as the process that entails a spirit returning to the earth to 
perform some type of good work. The rich man makes a request for 
Lazarus to return to warn his brother to repent so they won't end 
up in hell. Abraham answers that ifthey don't listen to Moses and 
the prophets, they won't listen "even if someone rises from the dead." 

THE PROCESS OF THE CREATlOM OF THE WlVERSE AND ITS GIO .. PERIOD 

Once again, you'll notice that I tinker with the sequence of mate
rial as presented by the Divine Principle book. In fact, many times 
in teaching ministers, I present the section on the Growing Period 
as the first section of the Fall of Man lecture. It is vital for Christians 
to understand the process by which God fulfills His will and how 
man is given a vital role via his portion of responsibility. The sooner 
they can begin to understand this perspective, the sooner a whole 
new world opens to the Christian. 

Ministers, generally, see a God who has complete and direct con
trol of human affairs. Thus, everything that takes place is some
how all a part of "God's plan." We are not to worry, everything that 
happened in God's providence, even the fall itself, is all a part of 
God's grand strategy to bring lowly mankind the plan of salvation. 

The tragedy of such beliefs, established over hundreds of years , 
is that they desensitize the Christian believer to the sorrow of God. 
Such beliefs disqualifY believers from the deepest experience with 
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God: the act of tearful comforting and consoling and the life of seek
ing His liberation from His sorrow. Consider Father's prayer in 
Hungnam: 

I never prayed from weakness. I never complained. I was never angry at 
my situation. I never even asked His Mlp, but was always busy com
forting Him and telling Him not to worry about me. TM FatMr knows 
me so well. He already knew my suffering. How could I tell Him about 
my suffering and cause His Mart to grieve still more? I could only tell 
Him that I would never be defeated by my suffering. 

The mission of the lecturer is, as an advocate of God, to make the 
case for God's suffering heart. Our purpose is to introduce the sub
stance and context of this suffering. We explore the nature of God, 
not because we are grappling with the existence of God, but because 
we are seeking to know the nature of our relationship with Him 
and therefore, the nature of His pain when that relationship was 
broken. 

As we uncover the dynamics of that relationship, we begin to dis
cover what, for most Christians, is unthinkable: that we are able to 
have a dramatic effect on God. 

For Christians, a God who can be affected by mankind appears 
to be a weakened God, a dependent God, a God not much more dif
ferent than man himself. Christians bristle at Principle conclusions 
that indicate that God possessed an essential motive for creating. 
"A God with 'a need' is less than God" is a comment I heard many 
times. Such a view insists that a perfect God is a God without needs, 
self-contained and complete. They don't consider that what they 
may have done is invent an indifferent God. It may be the reason 
that so many Christians are able to wallow in complacency while the 
world "so loved" is consumed in flames. 

Christians view God's decision to create as a magnanimous effort 
to share His grace with His lowly creatures and nothing more. Our 
idea that God was in pursuit of something He did not have prior to 
creation confronts their narrow definition of a perfect and complete 
God. 

A God who cannot accomplish His desire and, as a result, suf
fers, makes God appear impotent in the eyes of Christians. Con
sider some ofthese typical questions asked by clergy: 

~~~~~_ll~~~~r~~ 
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biblical grounds for the idea 
more of a challenge. The Pri 

••. the. Book of Genesis . 

The essential question and apparent dilemma is how can a 
sovereign God have circumstances take place outside His ability to 
control them? However, if God, in fact, does directly control all cir
cumstances, how does He avoid becoming the author of sin? 

Christians answer by affirming the idea of "the permissive will" 
of God, that is, God didn't will for evil, He permitted evil. 
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Right, He permitted evil. However, if we fall prey to such ideas, 
even the best theological gymnastics cannot adequately address the 
true meaning of Genesis 6:6: 

The Lord was grieved tliat he had made man on earth and his heart 
was filled with pain. 

It reveals a God who was shocked and deeply hurt by the results 
of the fall. It is a God that is hard to fathom by most of the world's 
theologies. 

THE GROWING PfRIOO 

We begin this part of the Principle by a general observation that 
the natural way of all things is to grow from immaturity to matu
rity. God didn't create anything fully mature; all things must grow 
to "perfection". We can "observe the lilies" and know that this is 
true. We can also see that humans must go through a growing pro
cess. Certainly we can observe this growth in a physical sense, but 
most important is to establish this maturing process in the internal, 
spiritual sense. Here, we can use all the scripture that we used ear
lier in describing the First Blessing: 

We become "one" with the spirit of the Lord. I Corinthians 6:17 
We then become a "temple" of the Lord. I Corinthians 3:16 
We become "sacred." I Corinthians 3:17 
"You must be perfect as your Heavenly Father is perfect." 

Matthew 5:48 
The Principle indicates that there is a distinction between cre

ation and man. Creation grows to perfection automatically. God's 
law controls the Creation. Many times I make the point that creation 
is controlled by ''natural law" and therefore is impervious to sin and 
deviation (although, occasionally, some ministers would remind me 
that Jesus once cursed a fig tree for not producing fruit). Thus, all 
things in the natural world move in accordance with God's purpose 
and move toward the fulfillment of purpose. 

Man is different. Man is not controlled by natural law. Man does 
not grow automatically to perfection (obviously, for Adam and Eve 
fell). Even Jesus had to walk the course of growth to perfection. See 
Hebrews 5:7~: 

During the days of Jesus' life on earth, he offered up prayers and peti-
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tions with loud cries and tears to the one who could save him from death, 
and he was heard because of his reverent submission. Although he was 
a son, he learned obedience from what he suffered and, once made 
perfect, he became the source of eternal salvation for all who obey him. 

Or Luke 2:40, 52 (referring to Jesus) 
And the child grew and became strong: he was filled with wisdom and 
the Grace of God was upon him and Jesus grew in wisdom and stature, 
and in favor with God and men. 

Now we must discover the deepest reasons why on the one hand 
God controls all entities in Creation, but, on the other hand, does not 
control man. God gives Man "free will.". 

You will find many Christians who understand the purpose of 
"free will" as essential but focused strictly on the needs for salvation. 
In other words, God can't be seen as the cause of sin, yet, in fact, God 
needs man to sin so that He can send His Son to save us. 

It is almost as if God contrives everything solely for His Son 
Jesus to "save" us by dying on the cross. Bible verses such as Rev
elation 13:8 help to contribute to this mentality. 

«. . • belonging to the Lamb slain from the foundations of the 
world." 

This issue is at the core of Christian thought. We are dealing 
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with the core DNA helix. Paul instructs us in Romans 3:19-20 that 
the laws of God cannot be achieved by man. Their sole purpose is to 
alert our conscience when (not if) we violate them. Our conscience, 
therefore, is in a constant state of guilt. In this state we can be 
aware of our vital need for salvation from our sin. In the Christian 
view, when God told Adam and Eve, "Do not eat the Fruit of the 
Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil," He was saying one thing but 
His intention was entirely opposite of His words. Later, after Adam 
and Eve break God's expressed word, (fulfilling His "will") we see 
that God is repenting "for having made man on earth and His heart 
was filled with pain." 

It makes God appear as if He is having second thoughts about 
His own plan. 

Answer: 
God certainly had a plan if man fell, but to say that the fall of 

man was the plan of God, makes God, permissively or otherwise, the 
author of sin. But even more significant is that we lose touch with the 
depth of sorrow and feeling that God felt as a result of the fall as 
expressed in Genesis 6:6. Why would God feel such depth of sorrow, 
even to the point of regretting His decision to create, if indeed the 
fall was His purpose and plan for creation. 

The question then is, how could a sovereign God not have His will 
achieved each and every time and in the way He so chooses? Let us 
say that God certainly has the attributes of omniscience and omnipo
tence, but God is not a slave to those attributes. God is also a 
sovereign God. God can exert or not exert His attributes according to 
His will and purpose to control and foreknow. In His relationship 
with Adam and Eve, God chose not to control Adam and Eve com
pletely. Instead, God chose to give them a responsibility to obey His 
word. God chose to let Adam and Eve playa role in their own self
government. God did this in order to fulfill His purpose that Adam 
and Eve have freedom and therefore stand as free and loving beings. 
God also chose not to know what Adam and Eve would do because 
He had no need to know. He had entrusted them fully with the 
responsibility to obey His word. God's relationship with His children 
was to be based on trust. When Adam and Eve broke trust with God, 
the grief that God expresses in Genesis 6:6 is a genuine sorrow. 
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In Paul's view and in the view of many Christians, the exclusive 
purpose of the commandment was to provide the basis by which 
Adam and Eve could be convicted for their sin. In the view of the 
Principle, however, the commandment is an instruction toward a 
code of conduct that would lead them to God's true desired result. 

THE FORCE OF LOVE, THE FORCE OF THE PRINCIPLE AND 
THE REASON FOR THE COMMANDMENT 

This section ordinarily appears as section 3 in the Fall of Man 
chapter. However, it is germane at this juncture for Christians. 

The Commandment is a tool that, if applied, gives man the 
opportunity for self-government. Having this role to govern one's 
self is the essence of what gives man the potential to rise above the 
realm of creature and into the realm of descendant and image of 
God. We need to look at all the forces with which man must contend 
in his quest toward perfection. 

The Principle indicates two forces: the force of principle and the 
force oflove. These two forces are potential partners, but also poten
tial foes. That is because the objective of love and the objective of 
principle are not the same. The force of principle directs a being to 
its greatest potential. It is the maturing power. It causes growth 
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and directs all entities toward the fulfillment of their purpose, i.e., 
perfection. Creation is controlled by this power. 

The force of love, however, is the force that directs subject to 
become one with an object. The reason man is not to be controlled 
by the power of principle is that God's purpose for man is to engage 
in relationships centered in love. Remember I John 4:24, "he who 
lives in love, lives in God and God in him." Therefore, man is to be 
controlled ultimately in love. Thus, love is essence and is a stronger 
force in man: 

THE FORCE OF LOVE> THE FORCE OF PRINCIPLE 
This poses a potential problem. Adam and Eve should not 

become "one" with each other until they become "one" in their mind 
and body and therefore become "one with the Lord." They must be 
"fruitful" before they "multiply." The purpose of the growing period 
is to provide Adam and Eve the. time necessary to unite their mind 
and body. Thus, when they become "one" with each other, they will 
do so on the foundation of perfection. However, if they become "one" 
prior to becoming "one with the Lord" then God will not be able to 
fulfill his purpose through them: "and why 'one?'. . . so the Lord can 
have Godly offspring." Malachi 2:15 

See I Corinthians 6:13, 
The body is not meant for sexual immorality, but for the Lord and the 
Lord for the body. 

See also, I Corinthians 6:16, 18 
Do you not know that he who unites himself with a prostitute is one with 
her in body? For it is written 'the two will become one flesh.'. . . Flee from 
sexual immorality. AU other sins a man commits are outside his body, 
but he who sins sexually sins against his own body. 

Paul describes sexual immorality as the most serious sin. Jesus 
indicates that there are no grounds for divorce "save for adultery." 
If Adam and Eve become one before perfection they will be com
mitting the worst of sins because it would prevent the fulfillment of 
God's purpose for "Godly offspring." However, if they become one 
after they achieve perfection (fruitful) then their sexual union will 
be the accomplishment of God's purpose. It's not sex that is inher
ently "ungodly." It is the timing and sequence. 

However, a lesser force (the force of principle), with its objective 
toward maturity, cannot control a greater force (the force of love) 
with its objective toward Adam and Eve becoming one. 
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Thus, it stands to reason that unless a third element of control 
is issued, Adam and Eve will tend toward a premature or "immoral" 
consummation. 

Therein lies the reason for the Commandment, "Do not eat the 
fruit." But is faith a force? You bet it is, see Matthew 17:20: 

He (Jesus) replied, Because you have so little faith. I tell you the truth, 
if you have faith as smaU as a mustard seed, you can say to this moun
tain, (Move from here to there' and it will move. Nothing will be impos
sible for you. 

Faith in God's word to not eat the fruit is what would keep Adam 
and Eve focused on the goal of becoming mature and achieving the 
objective of becoming "one with the Lord." Thus, in the growing 
period, the basis of Adam and Eve's relationship is as brother and 
sister centering on faith in God's word. 

With the power of faith in God's word combined together with 
the power of principle, the force of love would maintain its acqui
escence toward the goal of maturity. 

MORE ON THE PURPOSE FOR THE COMMANDMENT 

Man is a Co-Creator with God 

Why does God want man to be a "co-creator?" Is God tired and 
in need of help from man? Or is God sharing His role with us in 
order to provide for us a very great opportunity: to share His nature? 

God wants us to share in his nature. We are created in his image. 
We are to be the objects through which God would experience love. 
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The process by which God will transfer his nature to us is the pro
cess of man assuming a portion of God's role and responsibility. 

This is a very important perspective when we think of the rela
tionship of God's 100 percent responsibility divided into two por
tions, 95 percent and 5 percent, respectively. He has given us, we say, 
figuratively 5 percent. I recommend emphasizing "a portion" with
out necessarily defining the percentage of that responsibility. Oth
erwise, how we were able to divine an exact 5 percent will become 
the issue. This is not the main point. 

The main point is not the amount of the percentage, but rather, 
the content of the responsibility. God is sharing a portion of His 
responsibility, as Creator, with man. Man, by receiving this precious 
gift and carrying it out successfully will inherit God's nature (of 
love). By receiving the commandment and taking responsibility to 
discipline ourselves centering on that moral law, we gain the nature 
of the Creator. This is the process of qualitative growth from crea
ture of God to living descendant of God. 

How does the act of faith in the commandment position man in 
the role of God? God's role is to create. God created man and woman; 
however God did not "complete" that creation. 

In order for man to inherit His nature, God gave man the role 
to complete the creation of man. God created the parts, but it is 
man that must bring the parts into "oneness." God created mind 
and body; man must unite them and become one with the Lord. God 
created man and woman; they must unite centering on God's high
est purpose. God created the universe but will only rule all things 
through perfect hwnans. 

This is why Adam and Eve must go through the period ofmatu
rity. This is why they do not grow automatically. This is why they 
must take responsibility to apply the tool of faith in the command
ment toward that goal. 

By doing so, they assume the position of God and are joined in 
partnership with God in the creation of ideal man, family and the 
universe. By taking on the role of God and having the same mission 
and purpose as God, Adam and Eve inherit the nature and author
ity of God. Thus, they were to become "rulers" of the universe. When 
they become "one" with the Lord, the joy of God and man is the 
exhilarating joy of a common victory. 
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Freedoll 

Have you noticed we have pretty much already drawn the con
clusion that the fall of Adam and Eve must have involved an illicit 
sexual relationship that cut them off from God? We haven't even 
mentioned fruits, trees or serpents but we are well on our way to 
understanding the nature ofthe fall. Actually, it is probably best to 
think of the Divine Principle as just one big lecture. It is the con
clusion lecture and it starts on page one. 

Christians believe that man fell because of freedom, or man's 
"free will agency." He chose evil. Again, it seems the chief motive for 
such beliefs is to get God off the hook for any blame for sin. Consider 
this question from one minister: 

"_f':f~j;:t:~"'~~i:7y;''''':'{ « 1 ~~/~:h:rt\·~j~_f'; '~i: _ _ :: jIi -" i": , ,,\,c$,_ -- '. ' .. _ '~ 

. lf0~'~,!ld a. being of goodne~~;,~1JUPt~ir:zself? Hou: canc(irr~ption . 
~1iJ!!r znto .goodTUfS8?~' y!hat ~1'6ur. position on the gift of{fee willand . 

~~;;ec~~~e= .. ~~.;~=~=~tlie.~e ,of 
I ,- ~ 

Answer: 
Adam and Eve could corrupt themselves because they were not 

yet one with God. They were born flawlessly but not in the state of 
maturity. Adam and Eve had to grow to gain the qualification to eat 
from the Tree of Life. The Tree of Life is a symbol of the ideal of the 
unchanging eternal state of relationship with God that is indicative 
of perfection or maturity. Because Adam and Eve were to ultimately 
become one in love with God, they had to grow in love, to become 
givers of love. 

To become givers of love, Adam and Eve had to have creativity, 
freedom and free choice. The basis offreedom is responsibility. With
out a role in their self-government (discipline) no being can have 
freedom. Adam and Eve were given the commandment in order to 
playa role in their own government and completion (growth to per
fection). The fundamental purpose of giving the responsibility of faith 
in the commandment to Adam and Eve was so that in fulfilling that 
condition they could form the moral basis for their freedom and ulti
mate experience as loving beings. Because love, in Adam and Eve, 
was meant to be genuine, their responsibility had to be genuine. 

For their responsibility to be genuine, then, the possibility of fail
ure had to be a potential in their role of responsibility. The potential 
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for failure is present not so that it would be substantiated, but rather, 
to give definition and authority to the role of responsibility. It is the 
shadow that gives clarity to a lighted form. It is in this potential for 
failure that the possibility exists for the corruption of Adam and Eve, 
in total contradiction to God's purpose for them. 

With regard to free choice, as I mentioned, freedom for Adam 
and Eve is conditional. That is, Adam and Eve can enjoy the ben
efits of freedom and free choice as long as free choice is subjected 
to the standard of righteousness (in the garden, it was the com
mandment). Adam and Eve would have to maintain the condition 
of faith (their responsibility) in order to maintain the environment 
of freedom. 

If they lose faith in the commandment, they will automatically 
lose Qt.e environment of freedom. The loss of freedom results in the 
rise of uncontrollable excessive desire. The cause of sin is not free 
choice but rather the loss of freedom resulting from losing faith in 
the commandment. It is why all sin has the nature of habit and 
addiction, making sinners "slaves to sin." 

In other words, man fell not because of freedom but because of 
the loss of freedom and the rise of inordinate, uncontrollable desire. 
We lose freedom when we break the condition upon which our free
dom rests: faith in the word. In Romans 6:20 Paul teaches, 

When you were slaves to sin, you were free from the control of righ
teousness. But thanks be to God that, tlwugh you used to be slaves to 
sin . . . You have been set free from sin and have become slaves to righ
teousness. 

James 1:13-15 gives us an even more clear perspective: 

When tempted, no one slwuld say, (God is tempting me.' For God cannot 
be tempted by evil, nor does he tempt anyone; but each one is tempted 
when, by his own evil desire, he is dragged away and enticed. Then, after 
desire has conceived, it gives birth to sin; and sin, when it is full-grown, 
gives birth to death. 

II Corinthians 3:17, indicates that freedom is a by-product of 
closeness to the Lord. 

Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is 
freedom. 

The truth is that when we maintain the conditions for freedom 
(faith in God's word), the Lord's presence becomes an integral part 
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of our experience with freedom. In fact, God created us and set up 
the conditions for us to live in freedom. We need freedom, not for sin 
to take place, but rather for building the ideal of love. 

WHY GOD DID NOT JNTERVENE II THE FALL 

This is probably one of the most important parts of the Princi
ple. However, it is not entirely correct to say that God did not inter
vene at all in the fall. God did not intervene in the fall in an unprin
cipled manner; however he has intervened in the fall in a principled 
manner. 

Without understanding that principled process by which God 
has intervened and dealt with fallen man, it would naturally appear 
that God intentionally stood back from the events of the fall. Was 
this evidence of a tacit approval of events as they unfolded? After all, 
as mentioned earlier, no fall, no sin, no need for salvation, no mis
sion for Christ. This has been the focus of centuries of theological 
pondering. 

Christians are not able to fathom a God who is unable to prevent 
the fallen action because of a limit, de facto or otherwise, estab
lished by the nature of His relationship with man. The Christian 
affirmation of God as almighty, all-powerful, all-knowing and 
sovereign is inconsistent with the idea of a God who "cannot" inter
vene to stop the fallen action. Therefore, in their view, the only pos
sible explanation for God's allowance of the fall is that God had a pre
detennined plan and purpose that would be satisfied by the events 
of the fall. Consider some typical questions posed, and the answers 
that were given: 

Did God krww before crea,tingthatrnan would fall? Rev. S.C,;Cb,urch· 
of God . , .. 

Given the fact that God is all knowing, all power{td .and everywhere at 
the same time, do you believe that God was rwt aware that Adam would 
{all and if rwt, why do you believe he did rwt? ~v. J.e.,. Assembly of 
God 

Answer: 
God is certainly omnipotent and omniscient. That God has these 

attributes, however does not mean that God is a slave to those 
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attributes. God is also a sovereign God. That means God can choose 
when and where and under what conditions to exercise His omnipo
tence and omniscience. God chose not to exercise direct control over 
Adam during the growing period in order to fulfill His purpose that 
Adam be given a responsibility for his own growth. 

This would enable Adam, if faithful, to grow to become a perfect 
loving being and one with the heart of God. God chose not to exercise 
His power of foreknowledge in that God had entered into a rela
tionship of faith and entrustment with His children. God entrusted 
Adam and Eve with His word fully and therefore had no need to 
exert His omniscience to see whether or not they would fulfill. When 
Adam sinned, therefore, it broke fully the entrustment that God had 
placed in them. God's grief expressed in Genesis 6:6 is a genuine 
grief, not a symbolic one. 

Answer: 
God, as a sovereign God, is not a slave to His attributes. God 

controls His attributes and exercises them when and under what 
conditions He so chooses, in accordance with His will and purpose. 
God chose not to control manS area of responsibility. This did not 
cause God to cease from being God. It did cause God to cease to be 
the only being that could give and receive love freely, which, of course, 
was exactly His purpose: to share His creative nature and love with 
His creature: Man! All doctrines since the beginning of theological 
history have fallen short with regard to the core purpose of theology: 
to bring man into the awareness of the heart and love of God. 

Doctrines must begin first with this basic assumption: that God 
thinks and plans from the standpoint of a loving Father, not an abso
lute monarch. God had no need to exercise His foreknowledge with 
regard to the commitment of Adam and Eve, because Gods rela
tionship with them was based upon an entrustment. God lovingly 
bestowed His trust upon them. 

He did not reserve or withhold His trust worrying about whether 
His trust would bear fruit. He invested His trust because that is the 
nature of His love. He did not cynically violate the nature of His love 
and fast forward time to see what Adam and Eve would do and to 
confirm whether they would be worthy of the investment He made. 
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God entrusted unconditionally. Exercising His ability offoreknowl
edge would be superfluous to the commitment or the nature of His 
relationship with Adam and Eve. God will not do that which He 
hasn't any need of doing. God's grief, therefore, recorded in Genesis 
6:6, is a real grief, a grief that transverses the ages, a grief experienced 
by Christ at Gethsemane, a grief that even now is always with Him, 
making every joy hollow, until some of us, His children, can realize 
the substance of His grief: the longing for all His children to return 
to Him. 

Answer: 
Ephesians is saying that the original will of God was that man 

be holy and blameless. In that this purpose was not fulfilled in the 
beginning, God predestined us to be adopted into His family through 
Christ. God's predestined will is that man be holy and blameless 
and stand as God's children. It is not stating a foreknowledge or pre
destination of Adam's failure or indicating that God, though telling 
Adam not to eat, actually wanted him to eat. As far as who are the 
objects of God's predestined will for man to be adopted, 2 Peter 3:9 
indicates that God is not willing that anyone should perish, but all 
should come to repentance, and hence everlasting life. 

The reason His will that all come to repentance is not fulfilled is 
because man is given a role in his justification. Salvation is not auto
matic; the work of predestination, likewise, does not override man's 
responsibility. Romans 8:30. . ."those He predestined, He also called, 
those He called, He also justified, those He justified, He also glori
fied." But if you look at James 2:24, 'you see a person isjustifi,ed 
by what he does and not by just faith alone," it is clear that the 
area of justification is not automatically done by God. Man must 
playa role in order to procure justification. 

The Divine Principle offers an amazing and deep insight. It 
reveals the nature of the "limit" on God. It is a self-imposed limit. 
God ''will not" intervene into man's area of responsibility not because 
of an inability, weakness or deficiency in God and not because God 
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Looking like the most lost man in the world, my friend wandered out 
oftheJCU and into the waiting room. I went up to him and we embraced. 
In ~ hands, the plastic bag stuffed with her hair. The bag was spotted with 
his tears. This '\Vas all that.was.1~ft him. He collapsed in my arms and set 
free a cry from the bottom of his sOul. After several minutes, he gradually 
lifted his head and began looking. up toward the sky far, far away as if in 
a dream or in remembering.It was thEm that he said the most amazing 
thing; something I will never forget: 

"Kevin," he said, "I never understood what Rev. Moon meant when he 
said that God suffered ... but no",. . . t know, . . . nQW I kriow." And with 
that, he slowly dropped his head andjust continued to softly"cry, lost in his 
personal sorrows. 

I know, somewhere, he wee~ every day still. 

"needs" man's help. God will not intervene into man's area because 
man's "portion" of responsibility was a gift from God, received by 
man. The responsibility and role we received is a portion of God's 
responsibility and role. Fulfilling it is the key for us, as mentioned, 
to rise above the dimension of creature into the realm of living 
descendant of God. Thus God's choice "not to intervene" is, in fact, 
a choice to take on suffering in our interest, and by doing so, we 
may be maintained in a position to fulfill our ultimate destiny. This 
is why, though fallen, the destiny of the historical process of salva
tion is not just the partial recovery of damaged goods, but is the 
complete restoration of all things. 

God's grief in Genesis 6:6 is a most noble sorrow. It is not the 
tears of self-pity or weakness. It is the sorrow of a loving parent, 
sacrificing all of himself to pursue and recover His lost children. 

It would seem that the walls of years of theology would make an 
impenetrable barrier. Yet, over the years, I have seen the rays of 
light peeking through indicating the possibility for the Christian 
world to begin to understand the essence of Divine Principle teach
ing: God is suffering and longing to fulfill that purpose left undone 
by the fall of man. 

We teach so that all Christians may discover what my friend 
discovered (see Testimony on pages 42-3). Would every minister 
have to pay such a price before they could begin to understand? 
This is the importance and value of our effort to bridge the chasm 
between the New and Completed Testament Age. 

These are the issues that are at stake when we attempt to teach 
Christians the Principle of Creation. We are preparing to help them 
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understand the conditions and values that were lost in the collapse 
of God's purpose. Through understanding the Principle on this issue 
they will find a God of new attributes: a God of deepest suffering, 
yet a God of intact sovereignty, a God Almighty and all knowing, yet 
a God who shares power and the authority of self-rule with human
ity. He is a heroic God, a mighty fortress, yet a vulnerable God long
ing for the love of our whole heart, mind and strength. 

When will we see the alleviation of the sorrowful feelings planted deep 
inside the heart of God since the fall, after the creation of the world? This 
remains as the fateful task that all humanity, the cosmos or the heavenly 
principles must resolve. Accordingly, before we can eradicate the root of 
this grief deep inside God, there is no way to come up with the solution 
for the fundamental grief of human beings. 
Although God has created all things and has beengoveming the 6,000-
year providential history until now, He has not been able to possess the 
one day of joy when He can remove all sorrows and appear as the Being 
of glory before the world of creation. Thu have to feel that there is this kind 
of sorrowful situation in Heaven.Sun Myung Moon, Let Us Experi
ence the Sorrow of God, March 2, 1958 

In our next chapter on The FaIl of Man, we will focus on the 
most needed areas for Christians to understand the nature of the 
fall. Christians know that there is a Satan. However, Divine Prin
ciple reveals not only that there is a Satan but also, how such an 
entity gained the position of "god and ruler" over fallen man. The 
shocking discovery will be that Satan could not exert such author
ity nor gain such a position without the voluntary cooperation of 
man! Who created Satan? Who holds the key in the final subjuga
tion of Satan? Coming next! 
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